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!
For starters, I would like to share a quote from my Great Grandfather 
President Eisenhower from his farewell address to the Nation on January 17, 
1961 ~  

“In the councils of government, we must guard against the acquisition of 
unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the military–
industrial complex. The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power 
exists, and will persist. We must never let the weight of this combination 
endanger our liberties or democratic processes. We should take nothing for 
granted. Only an alert and knowledgeable citizenry can compel the proper 
meshing of the huge industrial and military machinery of defense with our 
peaceful methods and goals so that security and liberty may prosper 
together.”  

Being a descendant of Dwight David Eisenhower opened me up to everything 
that had to do with what his famous speech warned us about - that being 
the Military Industrial Complex. It also helped me to see the responsibility 
we each have as citizens, to be alert and knowledgable and to express our 
peaceful methods and goals. Many of us were born with solutions and its 
time that our voices were heard. No one is addressing our concerns and our 
children currently have no real future, but to live in an enslaved society. 

After seeing so many rumors throughout my life in regards to Eisenhower 
and meetings with Extra Terrestrials, I began to investigate the subject and 
then discovered that my path was leading me into more than just research 
and information, but actual events that made it clear that these were not 
just rumors. None of what I share comes from anything I got from other 
family members; I stand with my views, experiences, theories and facts 
independently.  
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The creation of Contact Protocols in case of an open contact with 
Extraterrestrials is extremely important. But the awareness of possible alien 
contact scenarios is important as well. 

There has been a massive cover up in regards to ET contact with our 
governments and there has been much secrecy in regards to those who have 
been either abducted or contacted - this is because an invasion has already 
taken place and they don’t want us to know this. This invasion has infiltrated 
every sector of our society, in disguise to most, but blatantly obvious to 
many.  

When we look at Whistleblower testimony - it is clear that some sort of deal 
was made with a group of ET’s and from what I have discovered, this began 
long before Ike ever stepped into office. 

I have researched, experienced and investigated Exopolitics, remote 
viewing, channeling, purported ET races and Galactic History and have been 
on a Mission that goes into this deeper energy terrain, ever since I was a 
child. I also do session work with people that have experienced contact and 
have gone through abductions so there is no question or doubt in my mind 
about whether or not ET’s are interacting with humanity.  

Perhaps some of the pieces of my jig saw puzzle might be wrong or false, 
but many are surely trustworthy. Besides, as I shall tell you later, in 2006 I 
was recruited to go off planet to Mars, which is tied into the secret Treaties 
which I will discuss in this paper - this agenda is called Alternative 3.  

!
Sad Realities 

We cannot deny Weather modification and the spraying of our skies. If this is 
something that people struggle with believing, please research the work of 
Dane Wiggington, who is an expert in this field and also Scott Stevens - a 
former meteorologist. Really, all you need to do is look up at the sky to know 
that something is very wrong. We are also dealing with the Fukushima 
disaster, Geoengineering, Genetically Modified foods, false flags in the news, 
media control, Mind-control, possible fake alien invasion scenarios, possible 
fake ascended masters and the threatening controlled collapse of the 
Economy, Martial law, FEMA camps and the chipping of civilians.  

For people hearing this for the first time, it pains me to share this, but I 
have to because I know things could greatly shift, if you knew this all to be 
true. If you decide it is inaccurate than I accept that, I just ask that you 
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have an open mind and from there, do all you can to learn more and help us 
to make this world a better place. 

All these are not conspiracy theories, but a sad reality behind which a world 
Secret Government is operating. A Shadow Government who has its hands 
on extraterrestrial technology. This has all been carefully planned and set up, 
as a massive infiltration into the areas that are trying to solve these issues 
and protect us. 

An Ex M-16 operative whistleblower states that the Military Industrial 
Extraterrestrial Complex [MIEC] is currently using a “Tablets of Destiny” 
supercomputer system that includes the HAARP-aerosol/chemtrails and 
Artificial Intelligence mind control system to attempt planetary ecocide and 
genocide. He states that the Pleiadian fleet is here to liberate humanity and 
will be successful. 

Those responsible and those who are involved have to be held accountable 
or assisted in breaking free of the controls that are blackmailing them into 
doing this. With so many accounts of trauma-based mind-control, many 
involved are not even fully in possession of themselves. If this is hard to 
believe, please research stories like that of Cathy O’Brien, Duncan O’Fineoan 
and Arizona Wilder, among many others.  

We are challenged as a humanity in fully understanding the difference 
between who is here to help and who isn’t, but that can only come through 
discernment and educating ourselves about our Galactic History and through 
bringing hidden truths out into the open. We also must develop ourselves 
spiritually, so that we are not limiting or blocking ourselves from expanding 
into higher Earth energies.  

This is not about New Agey or religious belief systems, it is more about the 
recognition of integrity, our need for unification and taking care of our planet 
and respecting other life forms. We need to do what is right for ourselves 
and for future generations and not put money or fear first. We need to see 
all beings as extensions of ourselves and it is up to us to align with what will 
serve the highest good of humanity and the planet.  

Surely there is no concrete evidence for all the elements I am going to 
present. On the other hand, in spite of this, they really show a possible 
“secret history” we have to face and consider.  

!
!
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When We First Hear About Treaties 

For the most part, when we hear about relations with ET and our 
governments, we only hear about Eisenhower. For instance, as Dr. Pinotti 
and CUN documented in 2000, today we know that UFOs were reported in 
Italy during the Thirties and that Mussolini — considering them a new 
foreign aerial weapon, he created in 1933 an official committee headed by 
Guglielmo Marconi – “Gabinetto RS 33” - with the purpose of reverse 
engineering studies after a UFO crash in Lombardy and the recovering of two 
Nordic-type pilots (II Duce) considered German pilots. These Italian studies 
were later inherited by Nazi Germany.  

In any case, in the USA the above mentioned Treaties did not originate with 
Eisenhower and although I have numerous people to mention who validate 
this, I am only going to list a few. 

According to Jason Bishop III, a Dulce Base Whistleblower, “The U.S. 
Government in 1933, agreed to trade animals and humans in exchange for 
High Tech Knowledge, and allow them to use underground bases that we 
would not disturb, in the Western USA”. 

According to a whislteblower and ex-operative of M-16, the first treaty 
between the Grey extraterrestrials (reptilian-like beings from the Draco star 
system) and the American Government under the administration of 
Roosevelt, was signed in July, 1934. It was the so-called “Grenada Treaty”. 
The treaty stated that in return for the Greys providing high technology, the 
US federal government would allow the Greys to proceed unhindered with 
human abductions for use in an ongoing ET genetic programs. This occurred 
after refusing the help of the Pleiadians who wanted eventual military 
disarmament.  

He also said that after the US government refused to work with the 
Pleiadians, they approached Hitler and the Nazis instead. The Pleiadians 
worked out a treaty with Hitler and the Nazis that in exchange for 
technology the Nazis would not attack the Jewish people. The Nazis 
developed their advanced saucer-shaped aircraft from the Pleiadian 
technology.  

Though Greys are well-known in abduction cases, ufologists have no reports 
of such events, as well as of close encounters of the third kind with reptilian 
entities. But this whistleblower is not the first to make such claims.  

Reports confirmed by contactee Billy Meier stated that space-time 
technology was exchanged by a certain race of Pleiadians with Hitler’s 
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Germany during 1933 to 1934, seemingly through a group of Nazi 
channelers: the psychic women called ‘Vrilerinnen’ and headed by Maria 
Orsich .  

Billy Meijer and the ex-operative both said that by 1941, the Pleiadians 
pulled out of the treaty and would no longer deal with Hitler and Nazis. It 
was at this time that the Greys approached them, and this is where the Nazi 
trauma-based mind control technology came from. 

According to the ex-operative of M-16, the Treaties are renewed every 10 
years... If these statements are true, this is what the backdrop is, which 
potently validates the meetings with ET’s that took place in the Eisenhower 
administration in 1954.  

Our government, during the Roosevelt administration, seemingly got secret 
technologies that weren’t about mind control, like what the Nazis received, 
but were anti-gravity devices, metals and alloys, free energy, and medical 
technology and this was in exchange for allowing the Greys to infiltrate 
human societies on different levels, which also included the possibility of 
cloning certain World leaders.  

So now we see that both sides have been influenced by these Greys.  

!
Infiltration Continues 

It seems infiltration has been a factor since the 2nd World War and the War 
just changed into something else, but was never won.  

During Truman’s time in the presidency, handling the ET problem was a task 
that the President could not alone manage. Many crashes seem to have 
taken place before Roswell in 1947, and this was stored at today’s Area 51 
where many tests, crafts, ET autopsies and experiments have been and are 
still being conducted. Extra-Terrestrials are also said to occupy this base 
along with others, like scientists and military personnel. 

Morgan Martell discusses on his website about Project Paperclip ~  

In 1946, President Truman authorized Project Paperclip. One purpose of 
Operation was to deny German scientific expertise and knowledge to the 
Soviet Union and United Kingdom as well as inhibit post-war Germany from 
redeveloping its military research capabilities. One of the fields that Nazi 
doctors and psychologists had made advances in, was that of social and 
behavioral engineering in humans, also known as mind control. 
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The OSS (Office of Strategic Services) had already been active with 
Operation Paperclip for over 3 months before Truman gave the order, and 
many Nazi party members had already entered the United States. So the 
OSS resorted to whitewashing the histories of Nazis or sometimes even 
creating entirely new identities which made it easy for them to spread their 
influence in America.  

It has been said by the Whisteblower of M-16, that the CIA was created 
almost two years after this and the American National Security act of 1947, 
to handle the massive number of mind-control, cloning, and other covert 
projects that were born from Paperclip. Normal laws do not apply to them, 
so they can get away with all sorts of things. All of this has turned most 
defense related projects and technologies, into weapons used to control us. 

MJ-12 (Majestic Twelve) was also created, as a group dealing in ET 
investigations. This was also the year of the Roswell crash and where the 
Extra Terrestrial Biological Entities (EBE’s) came into the picture, that helped 
us to make contact with their race. 

!
Alternatives 1,2, 3 and Mars 

When President Eisenhower was in office, he commissioned a secret society 
known as THE JASON SOCIETY (JASON SCHOLARS) in 1955, which is 
considered to be a branch of Majestic-12, that Truman established while in 
office. The Jason Scholars was created to sift through all the facts, evidence, 
technology, lies and deception and find the truth of the alien question. 
Alternatives 1, 2 and 3 are three agendas recommended by JASON Society 
scholars and are related to different scenarios to prevent a possible future 
Doomsday that is more than likely induced and not natural, but this was not 
known back then by many because they surely would not go along with it 
and I believe that this is a part of the warning Ike gave us.  

The first Alternative is about the use of nuclear devices to blast holes in the 
stratosphere from which heat and pollution could escape into space, the 
second aims at building a network of underground cities and tunnels in 
which mankind’s selected élite could survive, and the third deals with a 
secret space colonization program on Mars with the same purpose. I was 
recruited to go to Mars in 2006, but declined, because I believe the power of 
the human Spirit, our connection to this Earth and our unification as a race 
is going to carry us through, and so will our connection with our own higher 
consciousness and higher dimensional ET races and their advanced 
technologies that are in harmony with Nature.  
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Recently in the News CNN has mentioned the colonization on Mars and 
people signing up to be permanent residents there, so these ideas and 
concepts are no longer as hidden, but what is hidden - are the reasons, 
intentions and hidden history about ET’s and ourselves in regards to what we 
are truly made of and the future we can create, which has currently been hi-
jacked. We have dormant and advanced DNA that many don’t want us to be 
in touch with, and that is why there is an invasion or attack, which opposes 
our expansion, unification and liberation, so this is what we need to focus 
on.  

The amount of illegal activity going on behind the scenes to fund these 
projects is unbelievable and because our tax dollars are being used and we 
did not vote for any of this, we have the right to know. It is not just the drug 
rings, it goes into the deepest form of criminal activity that we can imagine.  

It is one thing to be secretive for our benefit, but its another thing to be 
secretive while unbelievable abuses take place, involving the torture and 
manipulation of so many. These are the humans who seem to be 
collaborators and are hiding what they are doing from people they may very 
well be working alongside with. Compartmentalism makes it extremely 
difficult for anyone to know what they are attempting to do and those who 
do know are either trying to help them or stop them, but I feel it is going to 
take the human race. 

Since 1947, in the USA at least 131 DUMBs (Deep Underground Military 
Bases) were created, according to whistleblower Phil Schneider, who as an 
engineer assisting in the creation of these bases. According to him, sixty-two 
of these bases are used for housing short and tall “grays”, along with 
extraterrestrial craft. Some have said that there are about 4,000 bases 
worldwide.  

The Bilderberg Group was created in 1952, to take the decision making 
about the alien problem and other international issues, out of the hands of 
governments. Over the years, the Bilderberg Group evolved into (or merged 
with) a secret world government. By now, it is almost entirely populated by 
Illuminati. This is where the real Shadow Government exists as one big 
operation that continues to spread its tentacles.  

From a book called, ~ Space Gate ~ the Veil Removed 

It is suggested that “The Bilderberg, the Council on Foreign relations and the 
Trilateral Commission are the Secret Government and they have their hands 
on all the Alien technology and run their show through MJ-12 “  
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Now we can see how the recommendations of the Alternatives, were 
influenced by this shadow government and off-planet beings, since there is 
no way we would be able to come to these conclusions on our own or 
possess the technology to get there, without 

their input. It has also been said that they want us to be on a catastrophic 
timeline, so that we are more easily controlled for their plans of a New World 
Order.  

Within intelligence groups, clandestine think-tanks and secret societies there 
is much opposition and internal wars and battles going on between 
benevolent factions and those who are not. The politics connected to the 
Nazis and Zionists are all within this Shadow government and appear to us 
as War to keep us conquered and divided but amongst them they are just 
vying for who will have more control over the human race and we are just 
caught in the middle, but we can also greatly influence the outcome.  

This to me is a mirror of the cosmic battles that are taking place, that 
originated even before our current planet was fully formed and that are now 
here on Earth. All these ET races are interlinked through much ancient 
galactic history and some hold genetics of the others, through hybridization.  

I am not here to determine who is on what side within these secretive 
organizations and I don’t wish to cause upset to those who are doing their 
best on our behalf, I more want to express the hidden truths that we all 
must join in on and face together, as we must also end the constant 
indecisiveness about disclosure and what humanity may or may not be ready 
for.  

The cat is out of the bag and there is no way to avoid answering to the 
human race now and we need the police force, military, politicians and pilots 
of the planes that are spraying the aerosols, to stop serving these agendas. 
Unity is everything right now 

!
First Contact 

Eisenhower stepped into quite a dilemma when he became President. With 
the Cold War and the competing acquisition of weapons between the super 
power countries - standing for peace and maintaing security, was a profound 
balancing act. Eisenhower’s famous Atom' s for Peace speech at the United 
Nations just over two months before the meeting on December 8, 1953, 
indicated that he supported ending nuclear weapons development and 
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testing. Eisenhower was not alone in his desire, which was apparently shared 
with Extra Terrestrials. 

I have no doubts that these events truly occurred, based on the amount of 
evidence, whistle-blower testimony and all that I have witnessed and 
experienced in my own life. All the events leading up to this, sets the stage 
for what occurred at these meetings. 

The First Contact with President Eisenhower was said to occur at Edwards 
(Muroc) Air force base February of 1954, though some think it was 
Homestead Air Force base in Florida. In any case this was with blond Nordics 
- like the Pleiadians of many contactees. Many Exopolitical scholars have 
noted that the meeting with extraterrestrials on February 20-21, 1954, was 
attended by a group of four members of civil society. They were Gerald 
Light, a metaphysical scientist; Edwin Nourse, a leading economist; James 
Francis MacIntyre, bishop and head of the Catholic Church in Los Angeles; 
and Franklin Winthrop Allen, a well-known journalist. 

William Cooper (who was killed in 2001 and is claimed to have served in the 
US Air Force and the US Navy as well as Naval Intelligence, until 1975) had 
access to classified information and he has said: 

“This alien group warned us against the aliens that were orbiting the Equator 
(the “Greys”) and offered to help us with our spiritual development. They 
demanded that we dismantle and destroy our nuclear weapons as the major 
condition. They refused to exchange technology citing that we were 
spiritually unable to handle the technology which we then possessed. They 
believed that we would use any new technology to destroy each other.” 

According to Cooper the history of this race has actually experienced 
something similar with portions of their race spreading out to Rigel, a part of 
the Orion constellation. This was after the so-called Lyran Wars, when 
Nordics were attacked by the Dracos on Lyra with many fleeing to Rigel, and 
this is how it has been described: 

“The first thing that they (the Draco/Greys) did was subtlety infiltrate all 
strata of society and use implants to exercise mind control. They then 
systematically eroded the collective soul matrix and assimilated the 
population into their group memory complex, effectively replacing the soul 
history of the population with their own memories, turning them into 
drones.” 

After making it to Rigel, contactee George Andrews describes this;  
“There was a nuclear war and environmental disaster on Rigel, and before 
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this or during, the Dracos and Grey ET’s infiltrated them covertly. The 
surviving Nordics were a part of a hybridization program where the short 
Greys — from Zeta Reticulim, were probably designed to genetically 
engineer them, and they then became the ‘Tall Greys’ or ‘Tall Whites’. The 
Tall Greys have a more dominant role than the “common” shorter ones.” 

The Nordics who were able to flee went to Procyon and they were also 
attacked, but Alex Collier a contactee has said that they have recently 
liberated their planet from the Greys and want to help us...” 

At this meeting at Muroc Air force base, this race stated that we were on a 
path of self destruction and we must stop killing each other, stop polluting 
the Earth, stop raping the Earth' s natural resources, and learn to live in 
harmony. 

William Cooper states, that these terms were met with extreme suspicion, 
especially the major condition of nuclear disarmament. It was believed that 
meeting that condition would leave us helpless in the face of an obvious 
alien threat. We also had nothing in history to help with the decision. Nuclear 
disarmament was not considered to be within the best interest of the United 
States.  

According to Michael Salla’s Exopolitical research, confirmation that the First 
Contact meeting comes from the son of a former Navy Commander who 
claimed that his father Charles Suggs had been present at the First Contact 
meeting. Another ‘whistleblower’ who is the son of William Lear, famous 
creator of the Lear jet, confirms the First Contact and claims that it involved 
an extraterrestrial race that were turned down for their principled stand on 
technology transfer. 

His research goes on to say that given the intensity of the Cold War, the 
national security officials present may well have decided it was more prudent 
to seek better terms before agreeing to the extraterrestrials’ request. Gerald 
Light’s testimony implies that the meeting at Edwards did not result in an 
agreement, but instead resulted in intense disagreement between 
Eisenhower officials.  

They also talk about at least four different alien groups involved in the 
meetings: The “Nordics”, Alien Greys, a humanoid group with some at least 
9 feet tall and a race that would be reptilian in nature.  

Light believed that President Eisenhower was planning to make “an official 
statement to the country” about one month after his letter was written. But 
as we know, no such announcement was ever made. 
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Treaties with the Greys 

The late William Cooper, describes another encounter and agreement that 
was reached after the failure of the first meeting. While Cooper has a 
different version of dates and times for the1954 meetings, he agrees that 
there were two sets of meetings involving different extraterrestrials meeting 
with President Eisenhower and/or Eisenhower administration officials. 

This particular Treaty did not originate with Eisenhower, as mentioned earlier, 
since the first (known as the “Grenada Treaty”) was signed in 1934 and 
renewed every ten years. The second one would have been in 1944, which 
has been confirmed by a few sources and again in 1964, which has also 
been confirmed. The possibility of them being cloned humans is something 
to consider too.  

Support for the diplomatic role played by the ‘Tall Greys’ comes from William 
Cooper, former Navy Intelligence Advisor, who claims he saw classified 
documents where the “Tall Grays” did negotiate agreements with the 
Eisenhower administration in meetings beginning in 1954. 

Snowden, Paul Hellyer and Charles Hall have all currently spoken about the 
“Tall Whites” who are also known as the” Tall Greys”. 

From the research of Jim Nichols who is a Key Exopolitical scholar, after 
piecing things together from many accounts, claims that President 
Eisenhower faced alien beings in 1954, who possessed technologies so 
advanced, that even beginning to be able to defend ourselves, seemed 
useless. However, these creatures assured Eisenhower that conquest was 
not their intention.  

William Cooper says that “according to this agreement, the US Government 
would allow people to be abducted on the condition that they would not be 
harmed, that they would be returned safely and that they would not 
remember the incident. In exchange, the US Government would get highly 
evolved technology. Another part of the Edwards Agreement was the 
exchange of "ambassadors". One of the ambassadors was the reptilian 
ambassador Krill from Tiphon in Draco. Another one is often called J-Rod. 

The ET’s called “the Zetas” come from the Reticulum constellation, and are 
believed to be of a humanoid descent, whereas other races ( those coming 
from Draco, Orion and Ursa Maior) are believed to be reptilian species”. 

There is much more history to share about these races, including a planet 
formally called Apex that became the Zeta Reticulim. Not all are harmful, but 
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some have joined in with the service to self beings, when they destroyed 
their own world and turned into short Greys. These were the beings involved 
with engineering the Nordics on Rigel into the Tall Whites. They are known to 
want to stop our Ascension, through misaligning the Earth grids.  

On Zeta Talk website - it says those connected to Alternative 3, are service 
to self Zeta Greys. With so many potential meetings, I am sure we have 
dealt with a mix of those who want to help us and those who only wish to 
help themselves.  

William Cooper also said,  

“Another major finding was that the aliens were using humans and animals 
for a source of glandular secretions, enzymes, hormonal secretions, blood 
and used us in horrible genetic experiments. The aliens explained these 
actions as necessary to their survival. They stated that if they were unable 
to improve their genetic structure their race would soon cease to exist. We 
looked upon their explanations with extreme suspicion. Since our weapons 
were literally useless against the aliens, MJ-12 decided to continue friendly 
diplomatic relations with them until such time as we were able to challenge 
them on a military basis”. 

Col. Philip Corso, former advisor to President Eisenhower’s National Security 
Council, revealed the treaty was a Trojan horse: 

“These creatures weren’t benevolent alien beings who had come to enlighten 
human beings. They were genetically altered human automatons, cloned 
biological entities, actually who were harvesting biological specimens on 
Earth for their own experimentation. We had negotiated a kind of surrender 
with them as long as we couldn’t fight them...” 

Remote viewers who tried to discover where the Greys are coming from 
mention that they are coming from three different time eras, that most of 
them are coming from different times in the future. Some authors believe 
Greys are not Aliens but future humans or future humanoids.  

Dr. Michael Wolf claimed he was a member of the satellite government for 
over 25 years. He attained a very high ' Above Top Secret' clearance level 
and worked primarily on joint ET/human scientific projects. He has a bit of a 
different version compared to Cooper. 

Wolf has described the Greys as having positive motivations in regard to 
their presence on Earth, but have been inhibited and targeted by rogue 
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elements in the US military. Similarly, Robert Dean believes that the 
extraterrestrials visiting Earth are friendly. 

There are Military abductions called MILABs that appear to others to be from 
real Extra- terrestrials. Many have stated that they believe there is a mixture 
of real ET’s and ones that are more robotic that have been engineered to 
assist in Military abductions. There is chipping and artificial telepathy going 
on and so one can conclude that many abductions, aren’t with real ET’s and 
is perhaps why there are so many abduction cases.  

This contrasts with the testimonies of Cooper, Lear, Schneider, Corso and 
arguably even General Mac Arthur over the true motivations of the Greys. It 
is worth repeating Gerald Light’s claim of a “terrific conflict between the 
various 'authorities' ” on whether to inform the general public or not. They 
also desired to get a handle on the intentions of these beings, before making 
anything public. 

Disclosure has been a huge challenge, even before these meetings. In 
December 1953, the Joint chiefs of staff issued Army-Navy-Airforce 
Publication 146 that made the unauthorized release of information 
concerning UFOs a crime under the Espionage Act, punishable by up to 10 
years in prison and a $10,000 fine. Not to mention the threats to families 
and people’s lives, which is proven by a few of the whistleblowers I have 
mentioned, that are no longer alive, due to unexplained deaths. 

According to Phil Schneider, the “Alien Agenda” was known by the U.S. 
government as early as 1933. Original notes from Schneider indicate that 
between January of 1947 and December of 1952 sixteen UFO crash/
retrievals took place. 

A recent interview with Richard Dolan and someone named, Anonymous, a 
former CIA agent said that Eisenhower wished to invade Area 51. 

In a video testimony, the former CIA agent alleged that President 
Eisenhower sought to gain information from a secret control group called 
MJ-12 about alien related projects at a facility near Area 51 called S-4. The 
message was a direct threat that the President would authorize a military 
invasion of Area 51 and S-4 if his request for information was not carried 
out. 

They said that President Eisenhower had lost control of extraterrestrial 
related projects to a control group called MJ-12.  

!
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Nuclear Energy and Bombs 

If Ike did meet with extraterrestrials on Feb 20 in 1954, the detonation of 
the 15 Megaton Bravo Hydogen bomb nine days later on March 1, clearly 
signaled the failure of the secret nuclear diplomacy. The test took place on 
February 28, 1954 at Bikini Atoll in the Marshall Islands.  

According to Gerald Light, following the two alleged contact experiences, Ike 
apparently intended to accept the angelic offer presented by the Nordics. 
The defense establishments concerns of a Cold War era, pressured him to 
change his mind. The interests of war won, for a time, over his desires for 
World peace. 

Jim Nichols states that we have been told by whistleblowers, that “by 1955 
Eisenhower realized the treaty was a deception. Much to Eisenhower’s 
regret, this alien treaty had spawned a combined armaments industry and 
Intelligence service with powers superseding the authority of both the 
President and the Constitution. Seeing the looming threat of this “Military-
Industrial-Complex”, Ike warned upon leaving office in 1961...” 

Stewart Swerdlow, a Montauk Project survivor said ~  

“…the controller elite includes terrestrial governments (executive, legislative, 
and judicial branches), media organizations, international organizations, and 
military and intelligence organizations that are populated by clones or 
cyborgs under the command and control of the Grey/Reptilian faction whose 
intent is to takeover Earth.” 

This had been in the works for a while and has been the larger plan all 
along. The shadow government is working directly with these beings, while 
many amongst them wish to defend us. They have advanced technologies 
that are not being used to protect us at all or help those in need or clean up 
the environment. Instead they are being used for black budget projects that 
use millions of lives and millions of our tax dollars. 

!
Technology in the Wrong Hands/Montauk 

With Project Paperclip and the Nazi involvement, it seems that the use of 
these technologies that were to help us with ET threats, fell into the wrong 
hands.  

According to Preston Nichols, who was a part of the Montauk project, “the 
humans from Sirius B played a role in providing exotic technology such as 
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time/inter- dimensional travel, to clandestine government agencies involved 
in both the Philadelphia Experiment and Montauk Project.” 

The first one deals with a 1943 US Navy teleportation test, and the second 
to the Long Island facility devoted to secret military experiments. Alex 
Collier explains that those from Sirius B have come here and really messed 
with our heads, and they are the ones who originally gave our government 
the Montauk technology. He says this exotic technology was provided for the 
purpose of encouraging national security agencies to develop offensive 
military capabilities in the event of possible extraterrestrial threats. 

John A. Quinn ~ Researcher of Montauk project said about the project, that 
much of this was legitimately funded until the late 1960s, but then Congress 
found out about the psychotronic and mind control aspects of the project. 
They decided to end research, in case these technologies had fallen into the 
wrong hands and be used in unacceptable ways. Unfortunately, it had fallen 
into the wrong hands.  

Michael Ash, who did a Montauk Survivors Tape series has said that Tall Zeta 
Reticulan Greys were involved at Montauk. There were also Draco's there, 
who were actually in control of most of the projects.  

!
The Real Agenda 

The amount of mind control and illegal activities that hidden areas of our 
government are able to get away with is staggering, and I have personally 
met many mind control victims who have suffered unbelievable trauma. It is 
also very clear that the war between these off-planet groups, are keeping us 
from the positive timeline.  

There seems to be a theme related to the harvesting of souls, the siphoning 
of our vital energies and the Greys trying to create a soul matrix for 
themselves through hybridization, since in the future, they digressed and 
lost their soul energy and ability to reproduce.  

They could be us, picking up our own genetic material to save ourselves - it 
really depends on the choices and actions we take in NOW time.  

There is a chance that we could turn into Greys and be ruled by the 
Reptliians, but not if we focus on our spiritual development and bring 
balance back to this Earth. There are many higher races living underground 
who have not digressed into these forms, because they are not polarized to 
just technological advancement, and they have avoided being engineered 
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and negating emotion, which some races intentionally got rid of because 
they felt emotions were a problem.  

It is important to note that there are positive and negative within both races, 
just like we see in the human population, much diversity. There is also 
hybridization amongst these races and with humans. 

I feel the Greys are in survival, but we have to take it upon ourselves to 
openly discuss every element involved so that we can begin to create a 
positive shift in this World. If we are to help any race, it cannot be at our 
own detriment. The more we understand, the more we can prevent this type 
of future scenario for ourselves. 

It seems they want to use us to cheat their way to immortality or into 
reaching a more developed dimensional capacity, through using us. There 
are some though that want to blend in with us and have a chance of 
becoming a healed race and those are the ones that we should embrace and 
accept, since there is no turning back and any being that wishes to allow us 
to progress in peace, are the true friends. 

!
Positive Intervention 

Contactee Alex Collier claims that the intervention of the beings from Sirians 
A is due to mistakes made by those from Sirius B in terms of technology 
transfers and other forms of assistance given to humanity: 

He says ~ “My understanding is that those from the Sirius A system are 
trying to be beneficial and assist, because they feel responsibility in that 
those who colonized Sirius B system were originally from Sirius A. 

The main activity that can be attributed to those extraterrestrials from Sirius 
A is to assist in building a suitable ecological system for (human) evolution 
on Earth by altering the ‘bio-magnetic energy grid’ of the planet. 

They are the original builders of our grid, the architecture on which our 
planet was based. So therefore they are useful in discerning the sacred 
geometry and discerning the physical laws of our home world. They can help 
us in constructing the new grid, and in constructing a new system that is 
appropriate for our next challenges. So we would say that the Sirians are 
excellent allies in the strategic design work that lies ahead. “ 

!
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Recruitment 

In 2006 they attempted to recruit me into a hidden operation regarding the 
Alternative 3 colonization of Mars scenario. I got out of it, but it was not 
easy at all. In any case I discovered that there were other projects that 
represented different aspects of this. My friend and colleague Andrew 
Basiago and I have collaborated on many things and were able to put the 
dots together, with the amazing work and research of Alfred Lambremont 
Webre. This is not science fiction. 

There was a secret Teleportation program to Mars, the CIA jump room 
program in the 1980s in which Andrew D. Basiago and a number of other 
whistleblowers participated. The teleportation technology for this program 
may have been donated to the US government by a specific species of grey 
Extraterrestrials. Russia and the UK also had teleportation programs to Mars 
at this time. There are reports that the current bases on Mars may number 
up to 500,000 settlers. 

The Mars teleportation project represent the first time since 9500 BC that 
Earth and Mars societies have been reunited. Andy, Alfred and I are 
developing a Mars Protection Treaty to re-establish open relations between 
Mars and Earth, and to prevent the colonization of Mars by Earth. 

!
“It is a positive thing for the human race to put survival colonies on other 
planets. Earth has been struck by many cataclysms in the past, and so we 
should protect the human genome by placing human settlements on other 
celestial bodies. Yet, when secrecy surrounding such projects tempts 
government to rob the free will of individuals, and excludes humanity from 
debating a subject that implicates the whole human future, and diverts the 
destiny of a planet to serve an off-planet agenda, the conscience of a free 
people requires that such projects be undertaken in the bright sunshine of 
public scrutiny, not within the dark corridors of the military-industrial 
complex.” 

– Andrew D. Basiago and Laura Magdalene Eisenhower, 2010 

!
Good News !
ET’s are among us. Valiant Thor and other Beings from the planet Venus in 
another dimensional plane (quite different a world from the one we know in 
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ours), came in the 1960’s while President Eisenhower was still in office, he 
and Vice President Nixon put them on VIP status at the Pentagon for 3 years 
to discuss his proposal, but his mission was turned down by the joint Chiefs 
of Staff. They still remain stationed around the world in Mother Ships.  
They wanted to assist us in our spiritual development and helps us with our 
challenges, but the Shadow Government didn’t want this. A movie is coming 
out and books written by Frank Stranges tell a lot about these beings and 
their visit to our government.  

Also, George Adamski said he met Venusians on Earth, and he also visited in 
Rome John XXIII and gave him a message of the Nordics just before he died. 
This pope’s secretary, Monsignor Capovilla, recently admitted the same 
Pontiff met an alien pilot in the Vatican Gardens.  

In the same place Pope Pius XII (who was told by Cardinal MacIntyre about 
the 1954 event at Muroc with President Eisenhower) had had the sighting of 
the strange “sun” dancing in the sky, and when Pope Francis was elected in 
2013 a UFO was seen and filmed over the Vatican.  

Consider that the Nordics have the same appearance of Biblical Angels, and 
surely this is not a mere coincidence. Most races are the Watchers from the 
Book of Enoch, some who have fallen and some who still serve the True 
Source of all that is. This is an ancient War going back millions of years.  

So it seems there is a sort of general assistance from positive groups such 
as the Pleiadians, Arcturians, Andromedans, Tau Cetians, Alpha Centurians, 
Procyons, Guardian Alliances, and the higher dimensional beings living in 
Telos, and in the Agarthan underground network on Earth and on Venus as 
well, to name a few.  

The recommendations from most of these races are all about our great 
awakening and spiritual development, which includes helping those who wish 
to break free from these hostile beings. Just that simple choice to not work 
for these groups can shift everything. This is far better than running away 
and leaving most of humanity vulnerable or submitting to a total take over 
and allowing this silent invasion to continue. I chose to stay here to help 
guide us forward, because I believe in us and what we are capable of 
achieving. 

!
!
!
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Alternative 4: A Positive Human Future 

There are far many more benevolent ET races than malevolent, but it is 
important that we understand the full picture so that we can tell the 
difference and protect our human rights and achieve our highest potential. 
We have abilities beyond our wildest imagination. It is time we recognize the 
benevolent forces and vastness of our Multi- dimensional Cosmos, that we 
are mirrors of Multidimensional beings.  

It is also important that we recognize the contributions of others who have 
healing solutions, safe technologies and factual truths about what is 
happening, who are not being funded enough and who are largely ignored. 

Through individually clearing ourselves of the programmings, manipulations 
and controls, we can reverse the damage that has been done. I have called 
this Alternative 4, because Alternatives 1, 2, 3 connect us with things done 
in secrecy - in the event of catastrophe, a catastrophe that is easily 
provoked and simulated through weather modification and dark 
technologies, like HAARP, which have the ability to create super storms and 
disasters.  

Alternative 4 is about connecting with the Organic Timeline and the divine 
birthright of our incredible human potential as a unified force who is working 
with the higher dimensional races of the Cosmos. To do this, we have to 
overcome the agendas that seek to conquer and divide all of us. During the 
window period of 2012-2017, called a Stellar Activation Cycle, we have a 
profound opportunity to achieve this.  

Close with Ike’s Speech ~ 

“We pray that peoples of all faiths, all races, all nations, may have their 
great human needs satisfied; that those now denied opportunity shall come 
to enjoy it to the full; that all who yearn for freedom may experience its 
spiritual blessings; that those who have freedom will understand, also, its 
heavy responsibilities; that all who are insensitive to the needs of others will 
learn charity; that the scourges of poverty, disease and ignorance will be 
made to disappear from the earth, and that, in the goodness of time, all 
peoples will come to live together in a peace guaranteed by the binding force 
of mutual respect and love.” 

!
!
!
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My final thoughts ~ 

The Earth is a Living Organism and we are a part of Her healing and with 
assistance from the higher races of our Galactic Family and a deeper 
awareness of ourselves and the traps from these lower forces, we will be 
able to navigate our future with peace, clarity and discernment. We have to 
increase the love vibration on the planet and take our power back.  

We have to allow Gaia to come into balance and correct this, through 
stopping the use of these control technologies and allowing Spirit to decide 
the fate of each human, since only nature should decide, not governments. 
This is our greatest test as a race. The greatest threat to them is our 
unification, our free-minds and our connection to our higher self; let us start 
to embrace the choices that we have the free-will to make, to restore this 
Earth to the paradise it is meant to be, and to restore our hearts to service 
to others, Truth and each other… 
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